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Saati celebrates 80 years of 

uninterrupted dedication to weaving 

precision quality screen mesh. 

no matter the screen printing 

application, there is a Saatilene 

brand material to suit your needs. 

With Saati mesh, you’ll improve 

your print quality and save money.

the excellent dimensional stability 

improves your registration,

while its uniform mesh openings and 

fabric thickness produce controlled 

ink deposits.

Saati
Synthetic 
Screen MeSh
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Saatilene
®
 hitex

®
 MeSh

For the printer looking to save on cost while not compromising the printing outcome,

Saati offers Saati Hitex printing mesh. Hitex contains the same high tension, low elongation characteristics known throughout the globe. This offering is a standard precision 

woven fabric that is excellent for textile, glass, and low mesh count applications. The absence of treatment as well as the tailored specification offerings allows for the reduced 

price, promoting cost savings to those who do not reclaim screens or have a high turn over in screen processing.
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Saati Stretched ScreenS are 
produced on Saati top 14
clampS and reSiSt tenSion loSS

Saati Stretched ScreenS are made with Sb5 
pluS glue for Superior chemical reSiStance

high quality Saatilene hitex meSh goeS 
into every Saati pre-Stretched Screen

wh: white ye: yellow

Saati
Pre-Stretched
ScreenS
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Saati is pleased to introduce its new pre-stretched 
screen program. For the textile printer who needs 
to focus on stencil production and printing, Saati 
Stretched Screens are produced with the same high 
quality Saati mesh that you are already used to.
    White or yellow Saati Hitex mesh is pre-stretched 
to Saati’s recommended tension levels on aluminium 
frames with profiles of 1.5 x 1.5” with a .070” wall 
thickness and adhered with durable Saati SB5 Plus 
polyurethane glue. Standard mesh counts between 
86 and 305 are available, some in multiple thread 
diameters.

available specifications

characteristics

¦¦ High quality Saati textile mesh available 
in a range of mesh counts

¦¦ Aluminum frames that are strong but also 
lightweight and chemical resistant

¦¦ Stretched to Saati recommended tension levels
¦¦ Durable Saati Chemicals polyurethane glue 

resists tension loss and chemical attack

advantages

¦¦ Excellent performance screens
¦¦ Order in bulk and worry less
¦¦ Devote your staff to other steps 

in the printing process
¦¦ Get rid of your old frames and start 

using reliable Saati frames
¦¦ Recycle your frames at the 

end of their usable life

To Place An Order, or For More Information, Call 1-800-431-2200 Visit our website at www.saati.com • e-mail: Info.US@saatiprint.com



custom-made to your exact requirements, 

these quality welded aluminum frames are 

much stronger than inferior wood frames, 

yet are conveniently lightweight and are 

more corrosion resistant when compared with 

steel. they are constructed with a surface 

ground or sandblast finish for excellent 

adhesion. choose from a variety of profiles 

as well as wall thicknesses to meet strength 

requirements.

FraMeS
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ultrafix sb3 plus with catalyst
two-part urethane-baSed adheSive with extended pot life

¦¦ Clear with low viscosity for medium to high mesh counts
¦¦ Mounts screen mesh onto aluminum, steel, iron, 

plastic-coated and wood frames
¦¦ Good resistance to solvents, heat and automatic cleaning machines
¦¦ Good initial adhesion allows screens to be removed from the 

stretching system in as soon 15 minutes after applying
¦¦ Superior flexibility polyurethane adhesive prevents cracking 
¦¦ 48 hour pot life allows greater production flexibility

available in 1 gallon containerS and 55
gallon drumS with catalySt for 1 gallon

ultrafix sb5 plus with catalyst
faSt-curing, 2-part, urethane-baSed adheSive with 
Superior reSiStance to aggreSS ive SolventS

¦¦ Remove frame from stretching system only minutes after applying
¦¦ Can be applied over old adhesive residue
¦¦ Superior resistance to solvents, heat and automatic cleaning machines
¦¦ Red, low-viscosity adhesive for fine to medium mesh counts
¦¦ For use on wood and metal frames

available in 1 gallon containerS and 55
gallon drumS with catalySt for 1 gallon

ultraFix ca™ SerieS
Spray-activated cyanoacrylate adheSiveS 
with aeroSol/pump activator

¦¦ Cures instantly
¦¦ Highly resistant to water and solvents
¦¦ Provides excellent bonding strength,  high shear strength and low peel
¦¦ For use on wood and metal frames
¦¦ Available in thin, medium and thick  to match your mesh count

ultraFix Pt
Holds garments securely on pallet, or belt, during printing.

¦¦ Water-based pressure-sensitive adhesive
¦¦ High tack level holds fleece & tees
¦¦ Flash safe & non-staining
¦¦ Non-flammable & no VOC’s

Available in quart and 1-gallon containers.

PreMiuM MiSt Pallet adheSive
For use with standard garments

Available in 13-ounce containers.

dri-Web Pallet adheSive
For use with fleece, heavy-weight sweatshirts and jackets

Available in 13-ounce containers.

PreMiuM FlaSh Pallet adheSive
For use with flash-curing techniques

Available in 14-ounce containers.

Poly Squeegee (ScraPerS)

Available in 2-inch and 6-inch sizes.

Saati 
cheMicalS 
adheSiveS
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To Place An Order, or For More Information, Call 1-800-431-2200 Visit our website at www.saati.com • e-mail: Info.US@saatiprint.com



the Saati top 12 clamp will provide 

optimum pneumatic screen tensioning. 

this highly advanced, yet easy to 

use system achieves the highest 

recommended tensions more uniformly, 

without overtensioning the corners. 

it provides the greatest stability of 

any system. among the most notable 

features of this premier stretching 

system is its simultaneous warp/weft 

tensioning capability.

Saati
toP 12
claMPS
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weight

length

length from back of clamp to push plate

air pressure

standard Jaw width

alternate Jaw width

space requirements

vertical axis height

stroke length

Max tension

21.4 lbs

24.8”

20.1”

95-100 psi (requires moisture-free line)

10”

6”

table outer dimensions + 4” on all sides

0.6”

4.7”

60 n/cm

saati top 12 clamps

    The new Saati Clamp will provide optimum pneumatic screen tensioning. This highly advanced, yet easy to use system achieves the
highest recommended tensions more uniformly, without over-tensioning the corners. It provides the greatest stability of any system available.
Among the most notable features of this premier stretching system is its simultaneous warp/weft tensioning capability.
    In addition, its unmatched, patent-pending “raise/lower” design pre-stresses the frame while simultaneously eliminating mesh
contact with the frame surface during stretching. This specialized “non-contact” stretching eliminates any hazardous friction,
uneven tensioning or resultant tears caused by distorting the mesh when it comes in contact with rough or uneven frame surfaces.
    The long 4.75” stroke per clamp allows for 10” of total stretch in each direction.
    A special pneumatic device lifts the mesh above the frame for stretching, while the clamps hold
(and pre-stress) the frame. Once the desired tension is achieved, the mesh is lowered for adhesion to the frame.

technical features

¦¦ Internal components extruded in aluminum, lateral parts in powder coated steel,
¦¦ Both versions, 10” (250mm), and 6” (150mm) available
¦¦ Pneumatic control for both horizontal axis
¦¦ ‹4.75” stroke length
¦¦ Vertical Axis with a range stroke of 0.4” - 1.25” (10.5mm - 31mm) of run
¦¦ Maximum tension: 50 N/cm
¦¦ Daisy chain connection, no manifold needed
¦¦ Control panel with simultaneous warp and weft control
¦¦ Adjustable frame support

benefits

¦¦ Higher tension, longer stroke
¦¦ Tension from small frames to extremely large frames
¦¦ Very high degree of repeatability
¦¦ High reliability, low maintenance

control panel

¦¦ Indepdendent unit has an advanced, ergonomic design
¦¦ Plug and play
¦¦ Panel equipped emergency safety stop
¦¦ Two independent controls: stretch/release, lift/lower

leaSing available, pleaSe inquire.
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To Place An Order, or For More Information, Call 1-800-431-2200 Visit our website at www.saati.com • e-mail: Info.US@saatiprint.com



Saati chemicals’ textil emulsions are 

designed specifically for the garment 

and textile industries. the textil range 

encompasses pure photopolymer, dual-cure, 

diazo and our unique triple cure technologies. 

the range includes products specifically 

designed for excellent durability when used 

with water-based and discharge inks and yet 

reclaim easily. textil emulsions feature wide 

latitude and yield high resolution stencils 

with fewer pinholes. the high solids content 

and medium viscosity of textil emulsions 

give good coverage on all mesh counts.

all textil emulsions are non-hazardous and 

biodegradable.

08
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textil Phu
all purpoSe Solvent and water reSiStant photoemulSion

¦¦ Red One-part, pure photopolymer emulsion, no mixing required
¦¦ 45% solids content and medium viscosity, easy coating on wide range of mesh
¦¦ Fast exposure, approximately 8X faster than typical two part emulsion
¦¦ Can be used with plastisol, water-based and discharge inks
¦¦ Solvent resistant and easy to reclaim
¦¦ Also available in blue and orange
¦¦ Suitable for Direct Exposure Computer-to-Screen
¦¦ Can be used with Diazo 11 when extra sharpness is required for high resolution

Saatitex Phu2
an economical water-reSiStant emulSion

¦¦ Red one-part pure photopolymer emulsion, no mixing required
¦¦ Approximately 4x faster than typical two part emulsion
¦¦ 47% solids content and medium viscosity, easy coating on all mesh counts
¦¦ Universally resistant: Solvent and waterbased ink resistant, yet easy to reclaim
¦¦ Recommended for use with discharge inks as is, 

without using diazo or catalysts for stencil hardening
¦¦ Can be used with Diazo 11 when extra sharpness is required for high resolution

textil PhW
the high-denSity emulSion

 ¦ Red pure photopolymer emulsion designed for high-
density garment printing applications

 ¦ Produces ultra thick stencils with 50% solids and high viscosity
 ¦ Requires no mixing
 ¦ Exposes approximately eight-times faster than diazo or dual-cure emulsion
 ¦ Resistant to plastisol and water-based inks, abrasion and high humidity

textil ht
triple-cure printing emulSion for permanent StencilS

 ¦ Blue triple-cure emulsion for printing plastisol and water based inks
 ¦ High resolution and definition
 ¦ Very easy to reclaim before use of hardener
 ¦ Can be catalyzed with Saati Chemicals Fixer 9 to 

produce a permanent water proof stencil
 ¦ 48% solids and high viscosity for easy coating on wide range of mesh counts

textil Pv
the durable and faSt garment emulSion

¦¦ Red pure photopolymer emulsion designed for 
general garment printing applications

¦¦ Requires no mixing
¦¦ Exposes approximately eight-times faster than diazo or dual-cure emulsion
¦¦ Resistant to plastisol ink, abrasion and high humidity
¦¦ Water resistant when post-exposed

textil dW
an economical water-reSiStant emulSion

¦¦ Excellent resistance to plastisol and water-based ink
¦¦ Reclaimable unless hardened with SaatiChem Fixer 9

To Place An Order, or For More Information, Call 1-800-431-2200 Visit our website at www.saati.com • e-mail: Info.US@saatiprint.com



as specialists of screen-making and 

reclaiming, we have transferred our knowledge 

and practical expertise beyond fabrics and 

supplies to develop and select a line of high-

quality equipment. as a supplier of equipment, 

our goal is to provide you innovative, state-

of-the-art solutions that offer the highest 

accuracy, ease of use and cost effectiveness. 

We include only proven winners in our 

equipment line. coating machines with extensive 

automated options for side loading and in-line 

applications. ideal for landscape handling of 

all screen sizes. Please inquire with one of 

our technical representatives regarding the 

coating machine that’s right for you.
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Saati Pro-coat
The Saati Pro Coat 25x36 provides a perfect solution for the small to medium shops 
that think automatic coating is too expensive to justify. Now affordable consistent 
quality can be accomplished with this easy to use coater. It will be realized 
quickly that a consistent coated screen solves many of the day to day quality 
issues that make it to press. This machine is truly a plug and play workhorse.

characteriSticS

¦¦ Coats two screens, simultaneously front and back.
¦¦ Ex. two 20x24, 23x31, or 25x36 at a time
¦¦ Coats a single screen up to 43x50”
¦¦ Fully programmable
¦¦ Carriage enclosed for safety
¦¦ Simple coating troughs attachment
¦¦ 110 volt, 20 amp
¦¦ 90 psi less than 1 cfm
¦¦ 6 month warranty

FeatureS

¦¦ Easy to use touchscreen display
¦¦ Belt driven for smooth, free operation
¦¦ Single program capability: set dwell, coats and speed per side
¦¦ Motorized upper carriage. Easy adjustment for different frame profiles
¦¦ Foot pedal control of upper carriage and frame clamps 

for easy loading and unloading of screens

beneFitS

¦¦ Double your standard size screen coating output and maximize consistency
¦¦ Set programs and get repeatable stencils, which result in more repeatable prints

inStallation and training

Installation and technical support provided by the Saati Applications Team.
Our installation includes set-up as well as operational and maintenance 
training by our factory trained and certified engineers.

leaSing available, pleaSe inquire.

Magi-cote™ ScooP coater (Manual)

This specially designed anodized aluminum scoop coater has two different 
coating edges. This offers the user more versatility and control of the stencil 
thickness. One edge is sharp for depositing thin emulsion coatings, the other 
is thicker and more rounded for depositing heavier emulsion coatings.
    The scoop coater is made of precision extruded aluminum with a corrosion 
resistant anodized finish, making cleanup easy. The end caps are removable 
for more convenient and thorough cleaning, but are not interchangeable. 
The scoop coater is easy to reassemble by using the diagram of the 
coating edge cross section embossed on the inside of each end cap.
(The cross section showing a circle corresponds to the sharper edge, while 
the cross section without the circle corresponds to the rounder edge.)
available from Stock cut to length, up to 118”.
extra end capS available Separately.
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Screen racK
A convenient, space-saving and portable means of drying and storing your screens.
Constructed of aluminum with riveted and welded reinforcement,
the rack rolls on 5-inch diameter hard rubber casters.
available in two modelS cuStom-built to accommodate your o.d. frame 
Size up to 60-incheS. for larger SizeS, pleaSe inquire.

toWer Screen drying chaMber
Named ”The Tower” for its ample screen capacity. This innovative dryer incorporates a roll-in rack design 
answering the need for more volume in your drying chamber. It is a real production booster. When ordered as 
a two-sided pass-through unit, it provides safe, convenient service to both your coating and exposing areas. 
It has never been as easy to set up a maximum efficiency and flexible screen production drying area.
    Depending on your screen capacity and screen processing layout needs, this versatile drying chamber 
is available in several configurations; from a one to four-door model. Depending on the size of your 
screens and the unit chosen, the Tower Drying Chamber can accommodate from 40 to120 screens.

FeatureS
 ¦ Available as a two-sided, pass-through unit or one-sided “closed” unit
 ¦ Available as a double or single bay unit
 ¦ Optional UV safelight coating on one or both sides
 ¦ High-capacity, roll-in screen racks
 ¦ Side-to-side air flow created by forcing air in a circular pattern behind offset assemblies
 ¦ Louvered ducts serve to deliver air; approximately 1/3 air volume exchange per minute
 ¦ Digital temperature indicator
 ¦ Manual ON/OFF or drying time can be set on an automatic timer
 ¦ Constructed of heavy-duty polished stainless steel
 ¦ 3/16-inch thick UV safelight polycarbonate door panels in black anodized extruded aluminum frame

 ¦ Continuous magnetic gasket seals secure both doors preventing air leakage
 ¦ Doors swing 180 degrees, stay open beyond 90 degrees and self close under 90 degrees
 ¦ Easy-grasp door handles
 ¦ Incoming air filtration down to 10 micron particle size

beneFitS
 ¦ Thorough, high-efficiency screen drying
 ¦ Uniform chamber temperature
 ¦ Ultimate flexibility in drying set-up
 ¦ Pass through design serves as its own protective barrier between your screen and production areas
 ¦ Screens ready for exposure will not be contaminated or subjected to moisture from coating

12
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Saati Pro-lite 300
l.e.d. exPoSure laMP

deScriPtion
300W 405nm LED exposure lamp

aPPlication
Designed to efficiently expose screen printing stencils

characteriSticS
 ¦ Point light source
 ¦ High intensity
 ¦ Instant start to full power
 ¦ 10,000 hour lifetime rated
 ¦ Works with all one & two part emulsions, and stencil films

 ¦ Efficient low cost replacement for expensive metal halide systems

FeatureS/beneFitS
 ¦ Optimum wavelength for fast exposure, deep cure & wide latitude
 ¦ Runs cold, glass stays cool and no extra a/c load
 ¦ Constant light output, no photocell/filter/light integrator 

calibration needed, just a simple timer
 ¦ 85V-265V rated and works with any 110V outlet

SPeciFicationS
 ¦ Dimensions: 30”Wx11.5”Hx5.5”D (9.5” including wall bracket)
 ¦ Weighs 29 lbs.
 ¦ Uses 110v standard wall outlet

Saati Pro-lite 450
l.e.d. exPoSure laMP

deScriPtion
300W 405nm LED exposure lamp

aPPlication
Designed to efficiently expose screen printing stencils

characteriSticS
 ¦ Point light source
 ¦ High intensity
 ¦ Instant start to full power
 ¦ 10,000 hour lifetime rated
 ¦ Works with all one & two part emulsions, and stencil films

 ¦ Efficient low cost replacement for expensive metal halide systems

FeatureS/beneFitS
 ¦ Optimum wavelength for fast exposure, deep cure & wide latitude
 ¦ Runs cold, glass stays cool and no extra a/c load
 ¦ Constant light output, no photocell/filter/light integrator 

calibration needed, just a simple timer
 ¦ 85V-265V rated and works with any 110V outlet

SPeciFicationS
 ¦ Dimensions: 30”Wx11.5”Hx5.5”D (9.5” including wall bracket)
 ¦ Weighs 29 lbs.
 ¦ Uses 110v standard wall outlet

To Place An Order, or For More Information, Call 1-800-431-2200 Visit our website at www.saati.com • e-mail: Info.US@saatiprint.com



When you measure quality at every stage of screen production and on press, you take control of the many variables in screen-making and printing. Most 
importantly, you have the means to the consistency and repeatability that will boost your screen-printing productivity and profitability.  Saati brings you the 
most comprehensive selection of highly accurate, yet easy-to-use instruments to monitor and confirm screen quality at each step.
    As specialists in screen-making products and innovators in QC devices, we’ve made sure that these instruments are practical, affordably priced, durable 
enough for continuous use and simple to operate.

neWMan St-Meter
®
 1-e

A uniquely constructed, heavy-duty mechanical tension meter that 
assures durability and longterm accuracy in monitoring screen tension. 
It is the only meter in the world with all stainless steel hardened gears, 
shock-proof industrial grade internal gear movement and all jeweled 
sapphire bearings. A screen tension meter of exceptional quality,
it will last longer and produce consistent readings every time.
(All other mechanical meters have non-compound softer brass gears and 
bushing, greatly reducing their shock-resistance, long-term accuracy and 
life.) The crystal is shatterproof and curved to avoid glare. The heavy-duty 
protective aluminum housing is the most durable meter made anywhere.
The modular construction assures easy and inexpensive repairs, if necessary.

Saati 21-SteP SenSitivity guide

This is the exposure guide of choice for accuracy, 
ease of use and all-purpose application.
With the Saati guide, there is no guesswork or complicated 
interpretation. It is a more precise tool than the gelatin/density 
type exposure calculators, and unlike competitive products, it can 
be used on all stencil types and all mesh counts. (Other exposure 
guides are not compatible with pure photopolymer stencils,
and do not perform as well on coarse mesh.)
Our 21-step guide is also much smaller (1/2” x 5 1/4”), so it 
can be used on all production screens. The Saati Sensitivity 
Guide is a film containing a transmission type density scale 
with 21 steps ranging from transparent to opaque.

directionS

Place the Saati 21-Step Sensitivity Guide on the screen. Optimize your 
exposure so that when washing out the image, you are left with 7 solid steps
(1 = zero density. 21 = solid black.)

quality control deviceS

aqua checK

The only stencil moisture meter, the TQM Aqua-Check determines 
when the stencil is dry enough to expose. Our exclusive TQM Aqua-
Check meter detects hidden moisture instantly. It is a fast and 
accurate measurement that prevents you from taking chances 
with your stencil. The battery-operated contact meter provides 
direct readings of the residual moisture content in coated (and 
dried) screens to ultimately prevent pinholes and premature stencil 
breakdown. If a screen is not dried thoroughly before exposure,
it will not harden effectively, and is therefore vulnerable 
to these deficiencies. The Aqua-Check’s modest cost 
can save you big outlays in press downtime and stencil 
remakes. For use on polyester and nylon screen mesh.
    There is no guesswork. Simply hold it against the emulsion or 
film surface and press the “READ” button for 2 seconds. Look at 
the dial. Red for trouble ahead. Orange for risky. Green for go!
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cut-edge SqueegeeS
Duralife’s precision cut-edge offers the optimal sharp 
edge yielding the finest in print definition. Unlike rotary 
cut edges that leave a serrated pattern on the edge; 
our one-stroke cut leaves a perfect print edge.

ce SerieS

¦¦ Premium cut edge
¦¦ Close tolerance on hardness range
¦¦ Good all around performance
¦¦ Available in all sizes

The triple-duro blade offers two print edges by sandwiching a 
harder 90 duro center within the desired print durometer on each 
side controlling and minimizing the degree of squeegee flex.
This reduced flex yields better print definition and better control 
of ink deposit by maintaining an effective print angle. The harder 
center also resists solvent attack over a single durometer blade 
thus maintaining rigidity throughout the production run. 
    The triple-duro squeegee is especially suited for use 
on higher tension screens in small to medium formats 
requiring a more stable and rigid squeegee blade and 
also on automatic presses to maintain the critical print 
angle across the entire width in large format printing. 
    In addition, with the squeegee pressure focused 
on the print edge, less overall pressure is needed 
reducing abrasion and solvent attack to the squeegee 
and preventing premature stencil breakdown.

duraliFe aSSeMbled SqueegeeS
Standard squeegee size/profiles/hardnesses 
available in high-profile wooden holders are
2”H x 3/8”W in 4”, 14”, 16”, 18” and 
6’L rectangular and ballnose
(rounded edge) in orange 60, yellow 70 and green 80 
durometer. Other combinations available by special order.
    Any 2” H x 3/8” W x 6’ L Duralife product may be 
ordered assembled in our high-profile wooden holder.

triPle duroMeter ProFileS

¦¦ Excellent ink shear and better control of ink deposit
¦¦ Two softer print edges with harder 

center that resists flexing
¦¦ Reduces need for excessive squeegee pressure
¦¦ Maintains consistent print angle
¦¦ 3/8” Standard profile.

   pleaSe call for additional SizeS.
available in Shore a hardneSS range of 
60/90/60, 70/90/70, and 75/90/75

15
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To Place An Order, or For More Information, Call 1-800-431-2200 Visit our website at www.saati.com • e-mail: Info.US@saatiprint.com



Saati chemicals offers a complete package of 

products for screen reclaiming and recycling. 

high performance chemicals minimize usage 

levels while quickly delivering screens that 

look and perform like new. tailored products 

optimize results for cleaning every type of ink 

and recommended product packages ensure top 

performance at each stage of the reclaiming 

process. screens are recycled with minimal 

impact to the fabric as well as the environment.

biodegradable ingredients from renewable 

resources such as palm, corn and soy are 

heavily used to minimize reliance on components 

derived from fossil fuels.

16
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reMove PW4
preSS waSh for plaStiSol inkS

¦¦ When wiped with 100% cotton rag, masking tape will stick immediately
¦¦ Remove spray tack adhesive
¦¦ Will not lock up plastisol resistant emulsions
¦¦ Pleasant orange scent

reMove PW9
preSS waSh for plaStiSol inkS

¦¦ When wiped with 100% cotton rag, masking tape will stick immediately
¦¦ Remove spray tack adhesive
¦¦ Will not lock up plastisol resistant emulsions
¦¦ Pleasant orange scent

PreSS WaSheS
for print maintenance and color changeS at preSS.

inK reMoverS
ink degradentS are uSed to remove ink from ScreenS prior to reclaiming. water rinSeable and drain Safe.

Manual
reMove ir4
textile ink degradent for manual cleaning

¦¦ Works well on Plastisol, Nylon and Waterbased inks
¦¦ Reduces ink staining
¦¦ Can be reapplied to remove ink stains

reMove ir19
water baSed ink degradent for manual cleaning

¦¦ For use to clean Plastisol and Nylon inks
¦¦ Slightly viscous to improve cling to screen during application
¦¦ Economical
¦¦ Low VOC at 139g/L
¦¦ High efficiency formula reduces product consumption
¦¦ Clean screens with water and easy rinsing formula

autoMatic
reMove ir18
textile ink degradent for automatic cleaning

¦¦ Effectively cleans all types of ink
¦¦ Low foam and low odor and suitable for manual and automatic cleaning
¦¦ Can be reapplied to remove ink stains
¦¦ Can be mixed with Remove ER6 and used as one-step ink and stencil remover

reMove ir26
textile ink degradent for automatic cleaning

¦¦ Versatile ink remover, cleans solvent-based, UV-Cured and Textile inks
¦¦ Low foam and low odor and can be used for manual or automatic cleaning
¦¦ Emulsifies for easy water rinsing and avoids formation of ghost images
¦¦ High efficiency formula reduces product consumption
¦¦ Universal performance reduces the need for multiple ink removers
¦¦ Can be re-applied after stencil removal to remove ghost images

eMulSion reMoverS
to remove diazo, dual-cure and photopolymer emulSionS and filmS.

Manual
reMove er2
concentrated, eaSy-to-diSSolve liquid with built-in degreaSer

¦¦ Powerful built-in degreaser cuts through the oily residue left during ink 
removal to speed stencil breakdown and to aid in mesh degreasing

¦¦ Mix 1 part with 25 parts water by weight (1 to 35 by volume)

dip tank
reMove er6
ready-uSe emulSion remover for manual or automatic cleaning

¦¦ Fast-acting, effective and economical
¦¦ Odor-free and biodegradable
¦¦ Contains built in degreaser to assist with ink removal
¦¦ Dilutes for dip tank use as one-step textile ink and stencil remover
¦¦ Mixes with Remove IR18 for one-step removal of 

stencil and UV cured or solvent based ink

haze reMoverS
to remove StainS from meSh after emulSion haS been removed.

reMove hr3
faSt-acting haze remover paSte

¦¦ Provides the highest strength cleaning power
¦¦ Effectively works in minutes!

reMove hr9
faSt-acting haze remover paSte

¦¦ One part, ready to use formula removes the toughest stains
¦¦ Low odor during use with pressure washer
¦¦ Fast and easy application with stainless steel scoop coater
¦¦ After gel application, screen can be racked or stacked
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characteriSticS

¦¦ Polypropylene Construction 3/8” wall
¦¦ Chemical Resistant
¦¦ Screen Holder
¦¦ Wand Holder
¦¦ Vent Ready
¦¦ Quick Drain Style
¦¦ Drain attachment Ready
¦¦ Polypropylene Legs

FeatureS

¦¦ Comes with on/off backlighting
¦¦ Simple to install drainage
¦¦ Sturdy polypropylene design

oPtionS

¦¦ Backlighting helps you develop the details
¦¦ Prevents your screens from sliding when pressure-washed
¦¦ Built-in wand holders preserve your equipment

Basic model includes two dual diaphragm Teflon 
and Polypropylene pumps, with room for one 
additional. Each pumping station includes all fittings, 
regulators, fluid lines, guns and spray nozzles.
This unit mounts to a wall near the washout area.
    System includes a coiled flex hose to each spray gun. 
The system includes everything necessary to go from 
a drum of chemistry to the spray nozzle. Dispensing is 
actuated by simply pulling the trigger on the spray gun.
The pumps are designed to dispense virtually any chemistry, 
from simple degreasers to haze and ink removers.

    Polypropylene wall bracket will accommodate a 
total of three pumps. If more pumps are required,
an additional wall bracket is provided. System run on 
compressed air at 60 PSI, approximately 3 CFM.
    We will customize the system to meet your 
specific application requirements.

cheMical diSPenSing SySteMS

Standard Sizing oPtionS

Saati Pro WaShout booth
Reclaim screens in a contained sink, develop and examine quality screens.
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WaShout
SuPPlieS

48”w x 48”h x 24”d

60”w x 48”h x 24”d

72”w x 48”h x 24”d

60”w x 60”h x 24”d

72”w x 60”h x 24”d

72”w x 72”h x 24”d



reMove hc-8 hand cleaner

Remove HC-8 is a personal cleaner designed for 
safe and easy removal of the toughest industrial 
dirt and grime including inks, oils & grease, 
paints, plumbers putty and other oily soils.

¦¦ Pink, water-based lotion
¦¦ Mildly abrasive to accelerate the removal 

of dried inks and other difficult oily soils
¦¦ Triple blend of emollient, moisturizer and 

conditioner protects skin and prevents chapping
¦¦ Safe alternative to aggressive solvents
¦¦ Pleasant cherry scent
¦¦ Also available in green with green-apple scent
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rhinoclean Poly-
ethylene diP tanK

The RhinoClean™ Dip Tank / Emulsion Removal 
Systems are designed for fast, safe and 
efficient removal of screen printing stencils.
The RhinoClean™ System, used in conjunction 
with RhinoClean Emulsion Remover and/or AP1000 
(all in one) Ink Degradent Emulsion Remover, 
will effectively remove all types of emulsion from 
the screen frame. It’s easy; once the emulsion is 
soft simply remove with high pressure washer.

FeatureS

¦¦ Poly Ethylene Construction
¦¦ Chemical Resistant Construction
¦¦ Multi Screen Units
¦¦ Top Loading Design
¦¦ Hold Down Lid

beneFitS

Using a RhinoClean™ Dip Tank / Emulsion Removal 
System helps reduce chemical use by cutting down 
on the amount needed; it saves time and effort. The 
system helps meet compliance by minimizing the 
volume of chemicals going down the drain. And, you 
will lessen the carbon foot print on our environment.

Frees up employee time to spend on other 
tasks instead of screen cleaning; extends the 
life of the ink degradent/emulsion remover and 
reduces employee exposure to chemcals.

diPtanKS

iMage technology
StainleSS Steel diP tanK

The Image Technology Emulsion removing dip tank is 
a custom built system that reduces emulsion and ink 
remover usage, increases screen room production 
and minimizes waste water stream affluent.

FeatureS

¦¦ 100% stainless steel unit
¦¦ Screen holding racks
¦¦ Variable air induction system to promote 

emulsion removal or developing
¦¦ Emulsion sludge tray
¦¦ Open/closed drain connector



MeSh & PreSS
PreParation

direct PreP 2
combined degreaSer/wetting agent

¦¦ Ready-to-use liquid wetting agent and degreaser
¦¦ Powerful detergent and degreaser restores mesh after reclaiming
¦¦ Blue color ensures complete rinse from mesh
¦¦ Highly recommended for use with photopolymer direct emulsions
¦¦ Eliminates fisheyes and streaks in coatings
¦¦ Maximize exposure latitude and adhesion for both 

emulsion and capillary film stencils
¦¦ Optimizes resolution, definition and stencil life

direct PreP 3
concentrated degreaSer/wetting agent

¦¦ 10 to 1 concentrated liquid wetting agent and degreaser
¦¦ Concentrated formula for economy
¦¦ Highly recommended for use with photopolymer direct emulsions
¦¦ 100% Biodegradable
¦¦ Eliminates fisheyes and streaks in coatings
¦¦ Maximize exposure latitude and adhesion for both 

emulsion and capillary film stencils
¦¦ Optimizes resolution, definition and stencil life

SPlit liner taPe

Designed for metal and wood frames. Color-coded, the white area contains the adhesive, while the blue is a non-adhesive area. Of its 4-inches in 
width, 2 1/2-inches are adhesive backed, while the remainder has a predominantly non-adhesive backing. However, intermediate 1/4”- wide strips are 
placed approximately every 2 inches within this non-adhesive area to attach the tape securely to the frame, and still allow easy removal.

available in a 4-inch width on 60-yard rollS (18 rollS per caSe).

FiniSh W1
Screen filler (block-out) for uSe with water-baSed textile ink

¦¦ Easily reclaimable water resistant blockout
¦¦ Unique water based and water resistant formula
¦¦ Resistant to water based, plastisol, solvent based and UV cured ink
¦¦ Very high solids content offers increased durability
¦¦ Spreads smoothly and uniformly for optimum drying and filling
¦¦ Useful for permanent or library screens
¦¦ Reclaims with standard emulsion removers during screen recyling
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exPoSe Screen and 

develoP iMage

Printing, inK reMoval 

Prior to reclaiMing

retouching and 

Screen PreParation 

Prior to Printing

dry Screen & 

coat eMulSion, or 

aPPly caPillary 

FilM, then dry

1. Apply SaatiChem Ink Remover to both sides of screen
2. Brush Saatichem Ink Remover into 

ink on squeegee side of screen
3. Brush Saatichem Ink Remover into 

ink on substrate side of screen
4. Water rinse ink residue from both sides of screen
5. If using a water resistant stencil, 

screen may be catalogued at this point
6. Apply Saatichem Stencil Remover 

to both sides of screen
7. Allow Saatichem Stencil Remover 

to dwell for one minute
8. Brushing Saatichem Stencil Remover 

will help to remove difficult stencils
9. Rinse screen thoroughly using a high-pressure washer
10. If needed, apply Saatichem Haze 

Remover, let dwell 3-5 minutes
11. High-pressure rinse from bottom to top
12. Apply Saatichem Direct Prep to one 

side of screen, brush both sides
13. Rinse screen
14. Flood rinse screen with garden 

hose to remove all residue

SaaticheM tech tiP:
Screen reclaiM SteP-by-SteP
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noteS

For SAATI Technical Data Sheets visit http://www.SAATI.com





locations
Headquarters

201 fairview st. extension
fountain inn, soutH carolina 29644
tel: 864.601.8300 - fax: 864.862.0089

toll-free

tel: 800.431.2200
fax: 800.829.9939

email

info.us@saatiprint.com

west coast

gardena, california
toll-free
800.992.3676

canada

mississauga, ontario
toll-free
800.567.0086

website

www.saati.com


